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PHILIP MORRIS ORDERED TO PAY UP

MIT PROFESSOR ON HUNGER STRIKE

... un:

THE SUPREME COURT OVERRULED A VERDICT ORDERING
PHILIP MORR S TO PAY $7.9 5 I JLUON TO A SMOKERS 'NIDO\V
ACCORDING TO CNN.COM

M PROFESSOR JUST FIN SHED TWELVE·DloY HUNGER
STRIKE ASA RESPONSE TO ALLEGED P..ACISM. F ND OUT
MORE IN NATION & WORLD
PAGE4
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Youth 'Target'ed and 'Push'ed
Toward Higher Education

Elections Poster Set
on Fire in Meridian

..........
According to Ke nyatta Hobso n, co mmunity director of Meridian Hiii Hall,
someone set fire to a campaign poster and disposed of the burning poster In the
laundry trash bin o n the fourth floor of Meridian. Hall residents have lost visitation untll further notice.
"The co mmunity [Meridian Hiii Hall) Is going thru a change In student culture,"
he said. Furthermore, Hobson called for an Impromptu concerned citizens' meeting was held In the reading room.
He stated that the hall has evidence as to who committed the act and will take
dlsclpllnary actions against the culprit. During the meeting, Hobson, allowed an
opened floor to residents to address any concerns about safety In the Hall.
The General Electlo ns Commissioner co uld not be reached at the time of publlcatlon.
- Reporting by Denise Horn, Copy Editor

Candidates Answer The
Tough Questions For Votes
S Y PHILLIP LUC fl.S
Copy E<11tor

\\'hill' unconn·ntional in
that thl' 'in· presidents' speak
out prl•t·edc·d thl' prl•sidential
speak out last ni~ht, eandi
datl's Wl'fl' prt'Sl'lllt•d with an
a rsenal of qlll'Stions from a
pmwl and soundly dt•fondcd
their u p 1111011 .1s \H'll ,1s their
platforllls 111 front of the s tu
den t 11ud1cnl'C, compll·tc with
pn•side11tial <·m1didaks.
Vice pr~idential candidates mdudl·d ~kKcnzic
Morri , \\ho b ..,(atl•d with
.lanwl
l~r.1111\lin.
\\"illiam
Robl•t !!-., slttll'd "tlh ~larcus
\ VII rt'. uml Shar· Da) Smith.

slllll'd with Chad \\'illiamsB C)

111' thrt: randid.ltcs dis
l':tl.;sl d tht.'1r slates rcs~>c
tin~ platforlll s oml proposl'ti
actions ln lhc C\ cnt that thl''•
are t.'lccted ns 'ice prc-.idcnt.
111c pant.'! Qll("'lioning
thl' l'•tnd1d; t s hniught up
1ss\ll'~ rel 1tetl to 111.111' nspel.'ts

of Howard \\fo, ra ng\ng from that ha'l:e been in1proved over
security issues to the inclu- the past year.
sion of international students
Each candidate appeared
in protests and employment.
to be a step ahead of the game
An issue discussed which and ready to answer tough
could bnng about the most questions.
Roberts menconcern for students was the tioned the extension of cafproposed tuition increase.
eteria hours and career develRobcrts said he would opment programs, which he
approve of the tuition increase holds in high regard. Smith
under tht• stipulation that -;poke about improved cusstudents were made U\\1\re of tomcr service nnd dialogue at
"here the extra money would Ho,, ard and \'arious building
be going instt•ad of being told upgrades on campus. :\lorns
the money ''"s "going to the mentioned student activities
studt.>nts," "hich, according and increased participation in
to Roberts, has occurred in UGSA programs.
tlw past. The other two "ice
~1 reall) want students
prl'silkntial t"<llldidates said to Ix• informed on what each
lhl') wholly disapproved of HUSA slate is going to bring
tlw in<Tl'ast•.
to HUS.\ next vear,tt ~!orris, a
Candid.it<' spoke about junior lt·~al communications
tlll'ir lnll•s' pro11osl'd actions major, said.
for ncll.1 )ear. Bo\\e,er, they
Morris added, "It's real" ere not l'Onfined to speaking I) important that we ha'.
onl) of tlw ch.1ngt.>s they plan inforllll'tl \oters, for the stuto mut..e 1f t'tl'l'll'd. Candidates dent-. that do go out there to
\\t.'n' nbo .iskl'<i to speak vote. I think that this is a great
ubout lht• t.1nidhk• .ind intan- ··
gihlt• usp\'l"h of studt'nt life See SPEAK, Page 3

fa,_
HUSA vice presldentlal candidates defended their platforms amidst a panel of concerned Howard students, explaining their goals and plans for next year ff elected.
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The Howard University chapters of Target Hope and the Rainbow Push Coalition
joined together Tuesday In the Blac kburn Center Ballroom to welcome approximately
80 seventh and eighth grade students from K.l.P.P. Charter Sc hools for a career expo
titled "Blacks Achieving Excellence."
The event provided the young students with encouraging words, Interactive activities and speeches from prominent African-American professionals evoking change In
society.
Speakers during the expo Included Harold Gray, the director of professional
development and the Center for Insurance Education in the School of Business, and
Brandon Wallace, a legal communication major who spoke to the young students
about not allowing obstacles to derail their path to excellence. Clvll rights activist Gary
Flowers was also In attendance to offer his knowledge to the students.
In addition to the speakers, witnessed a performance by the Nsaa African Dance
Ensemble and were given the chance to network with the professionals through a
"John Hancock game."
-Reporting by Adla Betts, Contributing Writer

March of Dintes Volunteer
Survives Birth Defects
BY TRAVER RIGGINS
Hilltop Staff Wnter

Alexis Kimbrough, ajunior
accounting major, was not supposed to be able to see. She was
not supposed to be intelligent
enough to attend college. Born
18 \\l'l'ks early and not even
t"o pounds, her doctors were
not sure about her life at all.
",\ctually, when she was
born, the doctor had a very
dim prognosis for her. They
told us that she would probabl) be blmd or developmcntall; disabled if she lived at
all." ~ina Kimbrough-Smith,
Kimbrough', mother. said.
But under the lights of
an incubator in the ~eonatal
lntcnshe Care l:nit and
\\llh her mother·s prayers.
Kimbrough was somehow
ghcn the :.trength to pull
through.
·E,erybod.> that 5a\\ her
th ught that ....be was a miracle. and we've been calling her
that for 20 years," KimbroughS1nith said.
The miracle bab; developed normal}), maintained her
\"1510n and ~aincd acceptance
to Howard UniveISit).
No''·
a-.
"Howard's
Muncie; as her Facebook
group tat , he i-. read) to
&1' back to an organl7.3b n
that contnbutcd to ~
her ltfe.
he has o~nized a ~roup
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to walk ·with the March of
Dimes (MOD) in their Walk
Across America event taking
place all over the nation.
On April 29 at 9 a.m., she
,\;II ''al k to raise money and
awareness for an organization
that devotes money, research
and time to the future of premature babies.
MOD provided literature
for Kimbrough-Smith when
she kne\\ nothi ng about premature babies. They also
established the special care
unit "here Kimbrough and
other premature and ill nC\' borns are nursed to health.
.. Years before that there
.,.,.as no ~,CU. They [MOD)
are the reason the) even came
about. \ \ 'c "ould just be in
intensive care "ith regular
people," Kimbrough c;aid.
Kimbrough is collecting
mone.> and participant" for the
"' hington D.C. walk
..A lot of people may have
had family members ''1th
;>roble.m:. v.ith their births,"
she said.
Brittany \\'ince, a junior
actu:irial science major, has
al o organized a team to walk
in the march.
"I tarted my walk team
because I think that it is an
ea
" ; to reach m re people, and I am o a college campus and the possibibnes are
endless; \\mce said. "So far,
I ha'-e two of m; friends and
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the backing of Circle K to help
me,tt she added.
Students are encouraged
to donate money for the cause,
but actual participation lays
heavy with the girls. \\'ince
"alks because she knows that
shO\\ing up to the event shows
that she cares.
'"The bigger thing is to
get people to register to walk
and reprec:;ent Howa rd on that
day," Kimbrough said .
Wince said, '"Anyone can
give money, but when you go
to the actual event, the people
know that )OU are sincere:
Awareness of the prominence and complications of
premature birth is on the rise
,,;th a special concentration
in the African-American community.
·rn the African-American
communit). there's an even
higher rate and risk of premature birth, Kimbrough-Smith
said.
The \\'alk Amenca \\'cb
site, walkamerica.com, allows
people to donate money
Y.1th n crecht card and join
Kimbrough's or \ Vince's team.
"It doesn't matter which
wa; you go, as long as ;ou
register for a Howard team,"
Kimbrough said
It al'iO has information
n the organu.ation and statistics on premature babies and
bab cs with other health problems.
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Session Emphasizes Importance of Networking

Fil< Photo

The Rev. Harold Gray Jr. advised graduate assistants and resident assistants to cultivate
their networking skills and to take advantage of resources found on Howard's campus.
BY EBONI FARMER
Hilltop Staff Writer

The Rev. Harold Gray
Jr. advised Howard graduate
and resident assistants to "get

their groceries" while they are
attending the university during
a session on business networking in the Annex seminar room
last night.
The session was the third

this academic year sponsored
by the Office of Residence Life
and Leadership.
Coordinator of the event
Anushka Saint-Louis was very
excited about the session.

"This is the third session
and it's about business networking and empowering residence life staff and graduate
assistants to be better people,"
Saint-Louis said.
Assistant
Dean
of
Residence Life Marc Lee
stressed the importance of having events that advocate success for resident assistants.
"These sessions allow our
resident assistants the chance
to develop into the leaders that
they will become today, tomorrow, and [in) the future," Lee
said.
Guest speaker Gray is
the director of professional
development in the School of
Business. He addressed students on the importance of
networking and gave them tips
on how they should go about
making contacts.
Gray said that most people
do not know how to properly
network and that they must
learn how to do it if they want to
succeed in their career fields.
"I am Harold Gray incorporated. I tell my students
don't get hired again. [You
need) to be your own company
and merge," Gray said.
He asked students to
define networking and one stu-

dent got it right.
The student said networking is making a connection so
that you can gain something or
give back in the future.
Throughout the session,
the resident assistants and
graduate assistants had to participate in networking activities. The first activity was networking and meeting the other
resident assistants and graduate assistants.
In the second activity students had to figure out what
other students in six different
groups were networking about.
The groups had to have a plan
on how they were going to network.
Students ~aid they felt
more successful during the second activity because they had a
clear goal, unlike in the second
activity when they networked
without a plan.
Gray pointed out one stu•
dent, Annex resident assistant
Rachelle Jones, for having a
plan. While going around networking, Jones had a plan to
give into the network by asking
if they wanted grapes.
Graduate assistant in
the School of Business Tiara
Conner said, "I enjoyed the
different activities. Even as a

graduate student I know that I
am still developing professionally, so it was nice to see where
I need to improve in order to
sell myself better."
One of the main tips Gray
gave students included networking with a purpose in
mind. He also recommended
that students give back to the
network because if they do
so, they will be remembered
without making themselves the
pest that people send straight
to voice mail.
Gray also allowed three
students to give "elevator
speeches," which are 30-second
speeches in which students sell
themselves to the interviewer.
The goal is for the candidate to
convince the interviewer that
he or she is qualified in a concise manner.
'The elevator speech is
something that I am going to
have to work on. I've actually had to do a few and I will
practice in front of my mirror,"
Conner said.
Gray advised students to
tap into all their resources,
which include trade journals,
professional trade associations
and relationships with professors and alumni.

Some Question Effectiveness of Campaign Posters
BY KENDRA WOODS
Contributing Writer

campaign season is back in effect
for the 2007-2008 academic year and
students are beginning to see campaign posters all around campus in
residence halls, academicbuildings,
other Univ.ersity facilities like the
Blackburn Center.
In regards to the ca1npaign posters candidates post, one may wonder
if students take the time to actually
look at the posters.
Many candidates for student government take time to make their posters catchy, professional and informational. These flashy signs displayed
around campus usually include familiar faces and details of candidates'
platforms.
Students have different reasons
as to what may draw their attention to
the campaign posters they see during
election season. Some may be drawn
to the color, familiar faces, campaign
slogans and platforms and professionalism.
··1 do like the campaign posters,
but the ones that [catch) my attention
the most are those that look professional," sophomore marketing major
Lagina Lewis said.

Lewis said that the quality of
campaign posters is important.
She said, "I don't pay attention
to those posters that look like they
were created on the computer in their
rooms the day before [they were)
posted."
Sophomore advertising major
Jason Rangel-Woolfork also has standards for evaluating campaign posters.
"When I see a campaign poster I
look for the main points of the candidates' platform and a certain amount
of professionalism indicated," he
said.
Rangel-Woolfork added, "The
professionalism of the poster shows
me how much passion the candidate
has for the position they're running
for and the drive to see change within
the University."
According to sophomore theater
major Randall Holloway, "the posters
do have an effect. Pictures are worth a
t,ooo words," he said.
Holloway added, "You can look
at the candidates' faces and have an
understanding of how passionate they
are about the position.''
While students base their opinions about candidates on their campaign posters, candidates had their

say about their strategies to attract
students.
Bryan Smart, a candidate for
UGSA Representative for the College
of Art and Sciences, said that he and
his running mates wanted their posters to be simple with a catchy slogan
and bright colors.
"We want it to be simple because
so many posters are going around the
cainpus now. I feel that most students
will not take the time to read them, so
for our flyers we used catchy colors
and phrases," the freshman biology
major said.
Sophomore international business major and candidate for UGSA
Representative for the School of
Business Baker Blanding said that for
him it is all about the students' voice.
He sought not only to attract voters
with his posters, but also to make sure
that he was accesible to students.
"It's real important for me to have
my face and contact information on
the flyers so students can hear me
speak at the speakouts to know what I
plan to do as future UGSA rep for the
School of Business," Blanding said.
The candidates are working to
see a difference in the University and
students can help by voting Mar. 6 on
BisonWeb.

BY KENDRA WOODS
Contributing Writer

Ytl• Photo

Resident assistants must attend training sessions,
help residents and sponsor programs In the dorms.

Once again the time is
now approaching for those
students interested in becoming resident assistants to
apply. In many residence
halls around campus, students
can see the flyer that states
the requirements for potential
resident assistants (RAs).
"We need good people
interested in self development
and helping others," the bottom of the flyer reads.
Marc Lee, the Assistant
Dean of Residence Life, said
that the University looks for
leaders in training in those
persons considering becoming RAs.
For some students who
are interested in becoming
RAs, they believe that they can
help contribute to many students' positive college experience.
"I like to interact and
assist people with different
issues," sophomore actuarial science major Courtney
Singleton said.

o.r.D Smith • Sroior Photo tditor

Candidates try to make their posters stand out, and students often view
campaign posters as a reflection of the candidates.

Singleton added, '"If I job entails several training
become an RA, I expect to sessions.
learn how to be patient and
Resident assistants have
work with different personali- oneweekoftraiuingtwoweeks
ties better."
before other students arrive at
Some interested students the University and more trainlook up to the current RAs and ing sessions throughout the
want to follow their footsteps semester.
to make their future residents'
As far as the job being rigcollege experiences success- orous. Areago said, "As an RA
ful.
in Slowe the job is rigorous
"I want to be an RA because it's always something
because I see their contribu- to do and there are only five
tions, such as being a guid- other RAs that work here."
ance counselor, a friend and
He added, '"As far as bala parental figure," sophomore ancing academics and perphysical therapy major Ashlee sonal life it can sometimes
Phillips said.
[conflict] with the job because
She added, "If given the sometin1es you 1nay have to
position I expect [to help) oth- handle certain situations with
ers develop through their col- residents."
lege experience. This will help
~If you're on-call you can't
me in the long run as far as go out with friends because
working in the medical field," you don't know what may
Many probably wonder happen if no other RA is in
how RAs balance their aca- the building," he said.
demic and personal lives and
Areago added that he
would like to know if their plans to be an RA again next
jobs are as rigorous as many year 1n Slowe because he
may believe.
enjoys the atmosphere.
Jabir Areago, a junior
Aryana Gooley, a sophoaccounting major and RA in n1ore legal communications
Slowe Hall, said that once a major and RA in the Tubman
student becomes an RA the Quadrangle, said that being

an RA is about balance and
time management.
"Being an RA is a real job.
I know that I am required to
put on progrmns, do office
hours, and just be there for
my residents whenever they
need me," Gooley said.
Gooley added, "As for my
academic and social life 1ny
1nain priority is nly education
because that's what !'111 here
for, and then being an RA
comes next.··
Gooley added that if she
had the opportunity to be an
RA again she would definitely
take it.
~I would absolutely be an
RA again. This experience h as
helped me further develop
more patience and tolerance.
I have grown from being an
RA because I encountered
people from different places
and share their college experience," she said.
Gooley added, "Especially
being in a freshn1an dorm, I
am able to have an impact on
the girls' lives and hopefully make their freshman year
enjoyable.-

-
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Candiates Previous.ly Involved
in Student Government
'

SPEAK, from Page 1
opening to our elections
season."
Morris said she wanted
everystudenttoleavethespeak
out with an objective view of
each slate for what they are and
weigh each candidate's credentials against one a nother.
This may prove to be a
challenge for most students as
candidates on each slate have
all held elected offices.
Last night's vice presidential speak out set the stage for
tonight's presidential discus-

sion.
Ware, a junior finance
major and presidential candidate, said, "I think there were
a lot of good questions asked
and answered by and of the
candidates, but running for
HUSA isn't about answering
questions. It's about action."
Ware added, "Tonight,
and in a lot of other speak
outs, I see that a lot of students
give answers they think people
would like to hear."
Ware plans to avoid "sugar
coating" any answers he presents at tonight's presidential

speak out and hopes to be
straightforward.
Presidential
candidate .
Williams-Bey, a political science and economics double
major, said of his partner,
"[Smith] set the tone. I feel like
she did a wonderful job. I have
to be on my toes."
Williams-Bey, Ware and
Franklin will continue to
defend their slates, platforms
and proposed actions at the
presidential speak out scheduled for 7 p.m. in the School of
Business auditorium.

'
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THIS WEEK IN ACADEMICS AT HOWARD·
'

OFFICE OF Tl!E PROVOST

m.provost.howard.edu

Tuesday, February 20- Friday, February 23, 2007

J
Tuesf Feb 20
12:oor
LECTll ~: *Black Studies and Whtte Studje\s Beyond Howard
Univerey"
Spew ': Dr. Russell Adams, Professor Emeritus and former

Thursdax.Feb.22(continued)
'
4:00pm
BOOK CLUB: Howard Unlversl~ Graduate School Book Club

Oiair c-t the Dept of Afro-AmtriC2ll Studies, Howanl Univ.
Locac "':Founders l.Jbr~· Browsing Room

WedlK 'ay. Feb. 21
12:00 ~
RECIT/
Black I ·.:or)' Mon1h Commemoration of the Negro S~ritual
Locar.: "Gallery Lounge. Blackbum ((•nter

4:00 pm
LECTURE: 'Condolezza Rice and Colin PoweU: Race,
Foreign Polley,and the New American Century"
Speakers: Dr. Omnce Lusane, AmeriClll Uni1. md Dr.
Lotenzo Moms, Chrur, PolinCll~ence Dept., Hn\\'anl Unir.
Location. Ralph J. Bunche lntttmtioMI Affain Crotcr

12:00 ~ ~

m

LECTu i: "Discovery of Ferro magnetism in Camon for
Novel f .tnond and CNT Syntheses and Mechanisms:
Ferrod :iibtry and Controlling Covalence Dynamics"
Speak Dr. R'&inald uttle
Locat Room G-8, Cbcm~tr) BUl!ding

Friday. Feb. 23
2:00pm
FILM: *Why Vote•

Thlll'SI. ~Fe=b.2=2~~~~~~~
9:00 3111 :00 pm
CONFf iCE:'From the Black Cultural Arts Movement to
Hip Ho;

Acopy of

fEAr
!ht 21'

ED TOPICS: '/'ht Jfatt ifAp.41ruir@Smtli11 m
JI}; Himri((J b«~J ~/ht Bhtk CNbnral Am

.\foym.

~NJfmtpol) iJJJtrs 1ith Hip Hop

Black History ~lomh Video Senes
Location. Undergr.id02te Library, Multimcdll Ctnrer

Ongoing Event
7~ Annual Student All Exhibition
Location. Ho\\'anl Unire~i~· Galk~· of Art, Chil&rs Hall
On 11ew throughout the month of February

Spons DeJ»rttnent of Afro·American Srudies
Locaa· ; Bro\\'sing Room, Founders ubnrr

The Hilltop and
~l.J5 will
get you
on the Metro.*

•

Topic: "Enough: The Phonr Lode~, De:id End A~>r{'lllenls
and Culturt of Failure That Are Undermining Black
Amenca-:md \\"hat \\"r Can Do About It" by Juan \X'illiams
Discussants: Dr. Greg Cur, Asst Prof. Afro-American
Studie~. Ho\\'11rd Univ.; Dr. Paul PrtS~l')", lmenm Dir.,
retention and Mentoring, Graduatr School; ~Ir. Dennis
Rogm, Presidl'11~ Graduate Smdem Council
Location: Howard Universi~· Bookstore, Zod floor

This Week in Academics at Howard is a tisting of sptti11 m1dcmic c1·ents
published by the Office of the Prol'ost. The objecril'c oi this project is to incl'C3Se
awareness of the rich amy of intelkcrual and cultural speciil el'ents that are
spansored br the academic units at Howard Unii crsity. This Week in Academics
at Howard is dismbutcd t0 the Universi~· communi~· 1ia email and posted at
ht1p:l/\\'\l'\\'.proyost.ho\\'ml·edu at the be~nning of each week. Schools, Colleges,
Departments, other academic units and faculty members may submit
announcements iliout academic erents th21 are open ro the L'nifersi~· communi~·
for listing in This Week in Academics at Howard. Submissions muSt be rcccil'ed
'i1 email at protos~\\'?.rd.cdu by\'\' tdnesdl) oi the ll'etk preceding the t\'l'llt.

CALL FOR J•APERS
College of .Ar-ts a . d Sciences

SYMPOSIUM ON UNJ)ERGRADUATE
RESEARCH
IN
FINE ARTS., HUMANITIES., NATURAL SCIENCES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

April 1 7 &

1t .~ ~

2007

The Armour J. Blackburn University Center

8:00 AM- 5:00 PM

•

SUBMIT ABSTR..t . . CTS TO
http://WVVW.coas.ho"Ward.e i u/research/submit
E-mail and paper submission! "Will not be accepted
'

'

Abstracts :for proil:>osed research (vvork iJ i progress) must be received by
the DEADllIN'E EXTENSION: Fi iday, February l6't1• 2007

I.

.

Acceptences "Will be posted on the sympc·sium website on February 23rd
2007. Abstracts for completed prc .iects must be received by
'
March 9, 20 !)7.

For guidelines and details, please visit

'1':

THE HILLTOP

ww.coas·. ho"Ward.edu/research

.
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M IT Professor Enc:s 12-Day Hunger Strike
year appeal.
Contributing Wnter
A stem cell scientist, Sherley
chose to snow his commitment
v\Tith the current wake of to justice and fairness by engagissues like affirmative action and ing in a 12-day hunger strike.
Deborah Johnson, a 36-yearminority rights making headlines, racism is a matter that is old master's teacher in Howard
still common in modern soci- University's Department of
ety, particularly as it relates to Health, Hunian Performance
blacks and other ethnic minority and Leisure Studies, gave her
perspective on this issue.
groups.
"The tenure process is preRegardless of the conflict,
the truth bears that there still determined through the departexists a great number of people ment or college so the guidelines
who are affected or somewhat are already set," Johnson said .
disturbed by th~ systematic cli- "'If a person does not hit his or
her expected point within those
mate as it relates to racism.
So is the case when it guidelines, then the question is,
comes to a professor at the 'do they have a right?"'
Johnson herself is a benefiMassachusetts
Institute of
Technology, one of the nation's ciary of tenure.
"For me to comment on
leading and most credible eduwhether that person has earned
cational institutions.
49-year-old James Sherley the right to receive tenure is a
claimed to be racially discrimi- case-by-case and based on the
nated against after being denied university policy," she said.
According to the Associated
his petition for tenure at MIT.
According to the Associated Press, "University officials previPress, Sherley's claim is the ously said their decisipn against
result of an unsuccessful two- tenure was final and denied racism played any role."
BY MESSIAH RAMKISSOON

There v. ; also a significant
lack of detail m Sherley's behalf
articulating • 1y evidence to support his chai e against MIT.
"MIT h: a lot of top notch
professors orldwide," senior
political scit ce major G. David
Stinfill said . fyou're not among
that top c: tegory, you can't
expect tenw · "
Stinfill : lded, "At the same
time, partic1 larly in the liberal
Northeast, it is hard to prove
that people are discriminated
against beca1 se of race. So, who
really know i James Sherley is
right?"
After pr ·!aiming the end of
his fast, She iey made clear the
values whi. w1dergirded his
call to resp• nse as opposed to
the traditior1 11 methods of picketing and pr<testing.
He wa quoted in the
Associated P •ss, stating that his
actions wen ·'in celebration of
the attention that brought issues
of equity, div •rsity and justice at
MIT and in gher education."

Senator Hilary Clinto: i
Proposes Increased A id
For Minority Students
"We've got to change the
laws so that they inspire and
motivate more lending instiDuring her first trip to tutions to look at how they
Florida since the announce- can serve the entire commument of her bid in the 2008 nity again," Clinton said.
presidential election, Sen.
She continued, "We've
Hillary Rodham Clinton crit- got to get them to look at a
icized President Bush's edu- community even if they are
cation policy.
multinational banks, and we
Clinton said that the can do that through regulapresident's No Child Left tion and law."
Behind policy is doing little
Clinton also called for an
to close the achievement increase in microlending progap.
grams, and helping minority
"If we don't invest in business owners t ighten their
our children, our society and business plans to make them
our econon1y will decline," more credit worthy.
Clinton told the crowd in
Though she offered sugLiberty City, Fla. "This is gestions, Clinton said she
not just something nice to is still searching for ways
do, this is something that we to help raise minority test
have to do."
scores.
Clinton's address in the
Under the No Child Left
predominantly black section Behind Act, all public school
of Miami shows her interest students are required to be
in keeping the black vote in proficient in reading and
light of Sen. Barack Obama's math by 2014.
rising popularity.
Raising the test scores of
She recently received minority students has been
endorsements from several one of the biggest challenges
representapves from pre- on a national level, and in
dominately black districts. school districts across the
These include Representative country.
Alcee Hastings from Broward
According to the U.S.
County, Fla., and Debbie Department of Education
Wasserman Schultz.
Web site, under No Child
Clinton said that more Left Behind, nunority scores
needs to be done to prepare are improving.
children for school, and to
Math scores for Africanget parents involved in their American and Hispanic 13education.
year-olds are at an all-time
In addition to improving high, according to the web
the actual education, Clinton report.
made suggestions to improve
Furthermore, the report
the economic livelihood of noted that reading and math
miqority communities.
BY AMBER ENGLISH

Nation & World Editor

scores for Africa -American
and Hispanic •-year-olds
have reached a all time
high.
The Nati01
Report
Card (NAEP),
leased m
July of 2005, she 'S an overall closing in the iationwide
achi~ement gap
Despite thes statistics,
however, the tn effectiveness of the No ..,hild Left
Behind policy 1 unknown
because many : 1tistics go
unreported.
The Associ ed Press
found that near 1.9 million students are ,1t counted
in the national fi ures. That
rounds out to l · approxi1nately one in e ry 14 test
scores.
The report ound that
minorities are s ven times
more likely to ha \! their test
scores excluded ( mpared to
whites.
According
to
the
Associated Press ~his under
. reporting of sco1 .> is occurring with the pe mission of
the federal gover ment.
But in an int rview with
the Associated P1 s, the U.S.
Department o" Education
claimed to have no knowledge of this practt e.
The
un( ercounting
co1nes through lo· '>holes and
exe1nptions in th No Child
Left Behind Act hat allow
states to not repo i the racial
breakdown of st >res if the
race makes up a! oall part of
the overall popul rion.

Phole1
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Dr. James Sherley, a professor at MIT, recently ended his hunger strike to
protest alleged racism by the university.

Lorraine C. Miller
Black Woman Becomes Clerk of House of
Representatives

For the first time in his- Commission.
tory, a black woman serves
"After more than a
as the clerk of the U.S. House decade of serving individual
of Representatives. '
members of the House, I
Lorraine C. Miller, who look for.vard to the opportucurrently serves as a senior nity to work on behalf of the
advisor for Speaker of the entire body," Miller said in a
House Nancy Pelosi, was press release.
appointed to the position
~filler has also worked
earlier this year.
for two other House speakMiller is the former ers and congressman John
president of the Washington, Lewis of Georgia.
D.C. branch of the NAACP.
"Diversity has long been
She also served as the one of the greatest strengths
deputy assistant to the pres- of our nation, and as the first
ident for legislative affairs African-American official of
under the Clinton admin- the House, Miller will bring
istration. She has also held that strength to the office of
positions with the Federal the clerk," Pelosi said.
Trade Commission and the
fl,fi/ler is a native of Fort
Federal
Communication · \\Torth, Texas though she

currently calls Washington,
D.C. home.
She graduated from
the Georgetown University
School of Business where
she received an executive
master's degree.
~tiller has expressed her
eagerness to serve as clerk of
the House.
"I am proud to undertake this new challenge
to serve Congress and the
American people," Miller
said.
-A111ber English
l'Vation & World Editor

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDU CATION AND HUMAN ~.~ VELOP.ME~~if•"'

Full·time Elementary, Secondary
and Spedal Education programs
begin In summer 2007.

HEY SENIORS.
WHAT'S NEXT?

More information:
202.994.1541
g111hd.CJWU.t>J1ip1ogr~m1

Apply today!

Consider pursuing a one-year graduale
degree in education, a field in which
demand exceeds supply.

Earn a master's degree and teacrung
license in l 3 months.

9<ehd.!T'Nu.edU1 adm111ion1

'

We offer generous tuilion assistance and
stipends to full-time sludents.
Our graduates enjoy a 100°;-0 employrnent
r ate in the DC-metro area and are
eligible for licensure in 35 other states.

GEORGE
WASHINGTON
UNIVERSITY

THE

WASHINGTON

BRING

D C

Us YouR

A MB I TI ON.
www.gwu.edu/gradinfo
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Sen. Hiiiary Clinton poses with several young glrls at a campaign stop In Llbe .y City, Fla.
Clinton spoke on education and improving the achievement scores of minorlt} students.
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YouTube Now Offering Classic Television Shows
BY MORGAN LYNCH

their agreement \Vith YouTube,
the companies plan to divide
the revenues from advertising
Google, the parent com- that will air before tl1e showing
pany of the popular Internet of each video.
"We're very excited to
site YouTube, recently can1e to
a revenue sharing agreement introduce our video and conwith Digital Music Group, Inc. trolled-publishing music catathat would allow viewers to logs to the largest audience
upload, view and share video for video content available
on the Internet. Not only is
clips for free.
The widely successful YouTube helping to promote
file sharing Web site will be independently owned content
allowed to post full versions but will also provide a new revof classic television show enue source for Digital Music
favorites such as "Gumby," tllrough online advertising,"
''Ivly Favorite Martian," "Peter Digital Music's Chief Executive
Gunn" and "I Spy." The videos, Officer Mitchell Koulouris
however, remain the property said.
Legand Burge, an associof Digital Music.
"This is the step that ate professor and the chair of
needs to happen for YouTube the computer science depart•'
to start monetizing its audi- ment said, "This is great. It
00:25 I 06 10
ence," Tuhin Roy, chief strat- opens tlle doors for future
egy officer for Digital Music models tllat provide a venue
s~unaru Ptf&N.NI • S11.1fT l'ho4ogrupbitr
'
said to SeekingAlpha.com.
for the distribution and licens- YouTube.com, one of the most visited Web sites on the Internet, is now giving users
Digital Music is an inde- ing of digital content for ama- access to Digital Music Group lnc.'s content such as " Peter Gunn" and " I Spy."
pendently owned distributor teur filmmakers and producof a variety of media forms. ers."
tent of "Nickelodeon" shows
Some wonder what this which already enable people to
This deal follows closely on such as "Doug" or Comedy advancement for YouTube seek out shows such as tl1ese
Through tl1eir services, the
owners of media content are the heels of Viacom's request Central's television show, "The may mean for other file through sharing. Burge does
allowed access to online music tl1at YouTube remove all video Daily Show" and "The Colbert sharing networks such as not see it as a threat.
and the video marketplace. In clips featuring any of its con- Report."
LimeWire, Morpheus or Aries,
''This deal does not give
Hilltop 'staff Writer

Students in Business:
Matthew Manning
'I •
BY KIERRA JONES
Contributing Writar

Junior political science and
economics double major Mattllew
S. Manning is tlle owner of The
M.S. Manning Group. Generating
from an idea to begin a business
dealing with forming a strong network of resources, relationships
and mentoring, the business has
grown from Manning's hometovvn
of Austin, Texas to tlle District
after launching last year. The M.S.
Manning Group focuses on real
estate, real estate development,
consultation, investment and corporate recruiting.
"The real estate market in
Austin, especially in the areas
where most minorities live, need
to be revitalized and invested in by
our community," Manning said.
"The business offers real estate
development and investment,
mid-C level corporate recruiting
resources and consulting."
According to Ivlanning, his
customers often find his business
well equipped with a knowledgeable and experienced staff as well
as a strong network of firms with
success in the field and a progressive approach to business.
"It can be difficult when you're
a new entrant to a field and it can
be hard to gain your footing and
establish yourself as a strong competitor in the industry," Manning
said regarding his position as a
young entrepreneur. "Being an
entrepreneur is so appealing
because it affords tl1e opporhmity
to be tlle master of your destiny
and attribute your success to your
own merits and labor," he said.
Manning added, ''As young
black entrepreneurs, it gives us the

opportunity to o'vn our livelihoods
and teach those in our community
and our f11h1re children, the management and financial skills necessary to become successful in all
of our endeavors. n
The M.S. Manning Group also
recognizes a strong need to provide services to the Washington,
D.C. community as well.
"Through our investment, we
will help preserve our neighborhoods and communities by putting money back into them. And
in regards to tlle corporate recruiting, it's important because we'll
have a commitment to placing a
high number of minority executives and managen1ent personnel,"
Manning said.
Manning's passion for tlle
M.S. Manning Group remains
undaunted despite any tough
moments. He encourages anyone
with an interest in business to find
his or her passion and to follow it.
"For those interested in
starting a business of tlleir O\vn,
research the industry you're interested in entering and firms tl1at
have been successful in that field,
and develop a business plan and
plan of entry. Develop relationships with those firms and when
you're ready, begin business," he
said.
~tanning is also a contract
manager and solicitor in the UGBK
Design business. He took part in
developing this endeavor with
friend and CEO Lawrence E. Ball
in early 2005 to provide products
that benefit oilier firms as well.
''I feel that custo1ners and
mentors are extren1ely supportive
because we are college entrepreneurs with a wealtll of potential,"
Manning said.
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John H. Johnson
Johnson was tlle
founder,
publisher,
chairman and CEO of
tlle Johnson Publishing
Company Inc., the largest black-owned publishing company in the world.
Ebony is the nation's
number one black-oriented magazine witll a circulation of 1.7 million and a
monthly readership of 11
million.
Johnson Publishing
Company also has a book
division and employs
more than 2,600 people
with sales of more than
S388 million.
Johnson Publishing
ov.'!1S
Fashion
Fair
Cosmetics, the number
one makeup and skin
care company for women
of color around the world
and Supre1ne Beauty
l'l••o l"ourtn) ..r '"'''"''' .•••,..., •• ,
products, a hair care line
John 11. Johnson, the namesake for the
for men and women.
School of Communications, was one of the
Johnson Publishing
most Influential blacks In the media industry. is involved in television
production and produces
Lhe Ebony Fashion Fair,
Born Jan. 19, 1918 in rural
Arkansas City, Ark., John H. Johnson the world's largest traveling fashion
was tlle grandson of slaves. His show, which has donated over $47
father, Leroy Johnson, was killed million to charity. The show visits
in a sawmill accident when "young more than 200 cities in the United
Johnny" was eight years of age. His States, Canada and the Caribbean.
mother, Gertrude Jenkins Johnson,
Johnson served on tlle board
was furtller impoverished but did not of directors of Dillard's Inc., First
give up hope that tlley could have Commercial Bank in Little Rock,
nlore tlmn what Arkansas offered. Ark., Dial Corporation, Zenith
She saved her meager earnings as Radio Corporation and Chrysler
a cook an9 washerwoman for years Corporation.
until she could afford to n1ove her
A Chronology of Achieven1ent
fa1nily to Chicago.
1933 -- Moved with his motller to
In Chicago, Johnson was exposed Chicago, part of African Americans'
to middle-class blacks, something he Great Migration, and enrolled in
never knew existed. He attended an DuSable High School.
all black high school during the day
1936 -- Invited to speak at a
and pored over self-improvement dinner held by the Urban League.
books at night. His classmates at Harry Pace, president of the Supreme
DuSable High School were Nat King Liberty Life Insurance Company, was
Cole, Redd Foxx and future entrepre- so impressed witl1 Johnson's speech
neur William Abernathy.
that he offered him a job and a schol-
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arship to attend college part-time. In
his late 30s, Johnson dropped his
studies at the University of Chicago.
1939 -- At 21 years old became
editor of Pace's in-house magazine.
Collecting articles culled from national publications, Johnson realized he
had struck gold.
1941 -- l\1arried Eunice Walker
and assumed a full-time position at
Supreme Liberty Life.
1942 (November) -- Borrowed
$500 against his mother's furniture and started Johnson Publishing
Company. Got idea for Negro Digest,
the forerunner of Ebony, while selecting articles for Pace to keep abreast of
current events of interest to blacks.
1942 -- Launched the Negro
Digest, which took a serious look at
racial issues and featured articles
from prominent black and white
writers. Office of Johnson Publishing
Co. on the second floor of Chicago's
Supreme Life Insurance Co. building
in a room in the private law office of
Earl B. Dickerson.
i942 (June) -- Circulated 50,000
copies of the Negro Digest, modeled
after Reader's Digest but aimed at
African Americans.
1943 (October) -- Readership of
tlle Negro Digest soared to lOO,ooo
when one of his regular contribu•
tor columns, "If I was
a Negro,"
was penned by First Lady Eleanor
Roosevelt. With no competition, cash
was raked in.
1943 -- The publisher bought
the company's first building to house
Ebony and its sister publication
Negro Digest at 5619 South State St.
in Chicago.
1945 -- Launched Ebony, a
breakthrough vehicle for national
advertisers to target black middleclass markets.
Compiled by Imani Josey
Business and Technology Editor
Sources: Chicken Bones: A Journal
(Collected by Library ofCongress)

Want to K.11ow

XM and Sirius Satellite
Radio Mer ge

Seven Airlines Oppose New
Terminal Charges

Nissan Offer s Buyouts to
6,20 0 Employees

Federal regulators warn that
combining rivals Sirius Satellite
and XM Satellite Radio will be a
tough process, since there is already
a provision barring both satellite
radio licenses fro1n being owned by
tlle same company. Sirius Satellite
Radio Inc. and XM Satellite Radio
Holdings 1nc. announced an
agreement to co1nbine on Monday
in a move aimed at reducing
costs. Shares of both co1npanies
rose sharply in early trading on
Tuesday.

AirTran
Airways,
Alaska
Airlines, ATA Airlines, Frontier
Airlines,
Midwest · Airlines,
Southwest Airlines and US Airways
Group have filed a joint complaint
witll tlle U.S. Department of
Transportation
in
opposition
to new terminal charges at Los
Angeles International Airport that
dramatically increase the airlines'
costs and could lead to higher
airfares and reduced options for
Los Angeles air travelers.

Nissan North America Inc.
announced on Tuesday it is offering
buyouts to 6,200 workers at two
manufachuing plants in Tennessee.
Higher demand for passenger
cars, such as the Altima sedan and
Altima coupe, combined with lower
Ciemand for trucks and sport utility
vehicles, results in a manufacturing
mix tllat is less labor-intensive and
requires fewer assembly workers,
Nissan officials said in a news
release. The company said it expects
about 300 workers to accept the
voluntary offers.
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rights for YouTube users to
distribute tllis content in a filesharing network. The user will
not be able to tape shows and
post them legally," Burge said.
Some Howard students are
skeptical of tlle advancement's
impact on eitller company.
"I don't really see where
they can make any profit,"
freshman engineering major
Ebone Edwards said.
Junior nursi~g major
Irever Julion is optiinistic.
"I enjoy YouTube and
watching the different video
clips users post. The fact tllat
they are making these efforts
to expand it is great. I am
excited to see tllem expanding it into different areas and
facets. It should make it more
interesting," she said.
Like Juli0j1, Burge does
not see tire do•vnsides to the
agreement.
"How do you get content
from your P.C. to your home
television in an efficient and
transparent way? There are
a lot of issues tllat still need
to be resolved for mass usage
beyond the P.C.," Burge said.
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Wilma Rudolph Overcame Physical, Racial Barriers
•

BY SIMONE JOSEPH

at her elen1entary school and was the tr:ick
coach at her alma nlater, Burt High School.
She moved on to coaching positions in .Maine
and Indiana. She was the guest speaker at
many universities and later becmne a sports
commentator on national television.
The world lost this renowned sports
personality on Nov. 12, i994, at the age of
54.
Rudolph paved the way for AfricanAmerican women athletes such as Jackie
J oyner-Kersee and Marion Jones. Coach
Michael Merritt of Howard's track and fir Id
team admires her determination.
"I was amazed by her determination to
be competitive on the track. [It was) a great
achievement by her," Merritt said. "I try to
instill in my runners that whatever type of
situation you end up being in, not to ever
give up."
Sophon1ore
bro,adcast journalism
major Tyeeha Ervin, who runs for Howard
University, said, "She has sd a standard
for us atl1letes. It is ainazing how ba<·k lhen
a woman of color could have left a legacy,
especially in a sport that was not pop1Liar."
Rudolph has also been a role model for
Aiesha Franklin, a senior biology major and
athlete.
According to Frank1in, "For her
[Rudolph] to overcome polio and to be a
great sportswoman is an inspiration:·
Franklin continued, "If she could do it,
then I could do anything."
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When thinking of achieving· the
i1npossible '1ream, think of '.Vilma
Rudolph, who overcame many obstacles
to become one of the nation's top athletes.
Rudolph was born on June 23, i940,
in Clarksville, Tenn. In an era of racial
segregation, her 1nother was not allowed
to ren1ain at the hospita1after giving birth.
Therefore she took care of her premature,
4.5-pound baby at home. Rudolph went
through one illness after another: scarlet
fever, chicken pox and double pneun10nia. One day her mother realized that
Rudolpl1's left leg was bigger than the
right. Rudolph was diagnosed with polio,
a crippling disease that had no cure, and
she was told that she would never walk.
Rudolph's mother was determined
and did not give up on her. She discovered
that treatment was available at Meharry
Hospital. She took Rudolph there hvice a
week for hvo years, until she was able to
walk with the aid of a metal leg brace. To
cut costs, the doctors taught Rudolph's
Photo Court:n, of ktllbnry.abmttd.l'cht
Track star Wilma Rudolph overcame polio as a child and went on to w in Olympic
mother the therapy exercises so Rudolph
medals as she rose above doubts and defeated racial stereotypes through sport.
could do them at home. Her family was
very supportive and with encouragement,
she sta1ted to walk by age 12. It was then
by 4 relay. It was the beginning of her many Good Sports1nanship in i961, was named
that she decided to become an athlete.
achievements to come. In Rome, Rudolph the European Sportswriters' Sportsman of
Rudolph started with basketball. She set became the first American woman to win the Year and won the Christopher Columbus
state records for scoring and led her team three gold medals in the 1960 Olympics. Award for Most Outstanding International
to a state championship. She then became She won the 100-meter dash, the 200-meter Sports Personality in 1961. She was inducted
This is the third installment ofa Hilltop
a track star. When Rudolph graduated, she dash, and ran the anchor on the 400-meter into the Black Sports Hall of Fame in 1980 series celebrating some of the lesser known
received a full scholarship to Tennessee State relay team.
and the U.S. Olympic Hall of Fame in i983.
black athletic.figures who have helped pave
University. She competed in many national
Her awards include the United Press
\Vbat made her accomplishments leg- the way throughout history. Check back
and international track events.
and Associated Press v\Toman Athlete of the endary was the fact that she defeated polio, a each week during Black History Month for
She attended her first Olympic Games at Year for 1960. She became the first woman life-threatening disease.
a nother historical profile.
the age of 16 and won a bronze medal in the 4 to receive the James E. Sullivan Award for
After retiring, Rudolph went on to teach

;

ormer Bison and St. Louis Rams Free Safety
on Bartell Jr. Weighs in on NFL Combine
BY ROYCE STRAHAN
Contributing Writer

The National Football League
(NFL) season has just ended,
marking a fresh start for most
teams wilh new coaches, new
plays and even new players. NFL
coaches and staffs look forward to
scouting new players to in1prove
their struggling teams or build on
teams that have already excelled
: in previous years.
,
Teams acquire and scout play' ers through the NFL draft, which
, is preceded by the annual NFL
: Scouting Combine. The combine
1 is a special testing and scouting
: environment in which information on athletes trying to play pro• fessionally is collected and shared
among teams.
The combine this year is set to
begin today and continue through
Tuesday.
Ron Bartell Jr., a former Bison
cornerback and current member
of the St. Louis Rams, experienced
1 the combine firsthand.

Bartell began his collegiate
career in 2001 at Central Michigan
University where he started as
a free safety. He transferred to
Howard to start his junior year
and stood out from everyone else
on the football field.

teammates."
During his football career
at Howard, Bartell played in 22
garnes while recording 90 tackles, two interceptions, two fumble
recoveries and 20 pass break-ups.
He said thal the administra-

are humiliated when forced to go
through hazing and are belittled by
professional coaches and scouts.
"When you first get there, '
you're asked to strip down to nothing but your underwear and you're
measured and stared at by 300
to 400 white faces," he
said.
Bartell said that
a black man having to
strip down in front of
hundreds of white men
was the most degrading
thing done to athletes
at the combine.
Athletes are also
required to take a written test referred to as
the "Wunderlic" to
Jr., '06
measure their intelligence.
Some argue that
combines and their tests are pointless because none of the players
actually stand out because the
tests are not as accurate as they
are made out to be.
"Combines are a good way to
recruit players, but I don't think
it's the only way," Bartell said.
"The best way to evaluate an athlete is to watch film of their performances in previous years," he
said.
An athletes' chances of being
drafted may become considerably
better if he performs well at combines, even if he was a mediocre
player in college. However, if an
athlete performed well in college
but not well at the combines, h is
chances of being drafted could
decrease considerably.
Recently, combines have
grown in popularity. The NFL
Network began televisi~ occurrences during combines before the
2004 season and has continued to
receive higher ratings each year.
Audiences are allowed to view
some aspects of combines, but of
course the hazing and extreme
physical tests are edited. Scouts
and coaches are aware of athletes
like Bartell's abilities before they
are seen at combines because of
their accolades in college football,
but continue to go along with the
process.

SCOREBOARD
& SCHEDULE
SCORES
None
UPCOMING GAMES
Thursday
Men's & Women's
Tennis v. Norfolk State
8 a.m.

"There are a lot of unnecessary
things that you are forced to do.
It's like a meat market where
you' re trying to get the best
- Ron Bartell,

"It was a great experience,"
BarteU said of the Howard football
program. "Although they could
have had better facilities, they did
the best wit11 what they had. I had
a great coacl1ing staff and great
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The St. Louis Rams' R()n Bartell Jr. compares his experience at
• the NFL combine as he left Howard to slavery.

tion does not think athletics are of
much importance, but he had a lot
of fun and met a lot of great people
while here.
Bartell went on to have an
excellent rookie season with the
Rams, racking up 17 tackles and
three interceptions, and was one
of two players on defense to score
a touchdown.
In comparison with playing
college football, Bartell said, "It
[the NFL] is a great experience,
and after getting used to playing
ifs a lot easier. The game is also a
lot faster and more physical in the
NFL, and you have a lot more free
time than in college."
During his tenure at the
scouting combine before his rookie season, Bartell compared the
combine to being put on an auction block during slavery because
of the physical tests and racial
divide.
"It's hectic," he said. "There
are a lot of unnecessary things
tha~ you are forced to do. It's like
a meat market where you're trying
to get the best selection."
NFLcombinesare likeBartell's
description in that teams recruit
the athletes that they believe will
perform well in the NFL by putting
them through a series of demanding physical tests.
Bartell also said that athletes
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Men's & Women's Tennis
v. Florida A&M

4 p.m.
MEAC Round-up
(Orlando, Fl.)
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On Feb. 21, 1986, tennis star Jimmy Connc-s
was fined $20,000
and suspended for 10
weeks. The suspension
forced him to miss the
French Open, marking
the first time any player
missed a Grand Slam
tournament due to suspension.
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New Line of Black Heritage Collection Ready for Purchase
BY MONICA HARRIS
Hilltop Staff Writer

In an effort to sho;wcase
the rich history of Africans
born both on the continent and
in the Diaspora, young entrepreneur Luanga Nuwame has
produced a line of collectibles
and games featuring heroes of
black history.
These products are available at blackheritagecards.
com, which officially launched
on Nov. l, 2006. The Web site
offers a large collection of trading cards, playing/trivia cards,
magnetic domino games and
magnetic puzzles. These items
feature about Bo significant
historical and current figures
who have played important
roles in shaping the African
legacy.
Nuwatne had already
began his eareer in the toy
and novelty business when he
found himself on a city bus in
Toronto, being inspired to create the Black Heritage cards
and games.
Nuwame said, "I was sitting on the bus when I overheard a group of children, two
black and two white. They were
discussing the lyrics of a 50
Cent record, and they seemed
to be very passionate about it.
I jumped fnto their conversation, which is very unlike me,
and I asked them 'how do
h is lyrics compare to I Have

white abolitionist who wrote
"Uncle Tom's Cabin" in the
mid i9th cenhuy.
''I . would buy something
like this for my kids," Chad
Dennis, a parent of s tudents
touring Howard on Friday,
said. ''Our people need that
kind of positive reminder of
where we came from and what
we can do."
That is precic;ely the point
that Nuwame wants to get
across.
• "I want youth, and adults
for that matter, to know that
there is more to us than hus• rs, rappers and athletes,"
Nuwame said. "Our culture
should not be about power and
consumption. I want to get that
ghetto mentality out of our
children."
In addition to the trading
cards, Nuwame's line of black
•
heritage toys includes a s~t
of playing cards with a black
hero on it along with four tri~
•
questions and answers pertain..
ing to that person.
For
small
children,
Nuwame's Web site offers
magnetic domino games and a
puzzle which also has the faces
and names of prominent black
idols of yesterday and today.
As of now, these products
are exclusively available at
blackheritagecards.com, however, Nuwame is also looking
to distribute his products in
book and toy stores.

sets of trading cards
that feature a 1>out:'
Bo historical figures from the United
States, Canada, the
West Indies, Europe
a nd various African
countries. The collecti9n includes a Black
History Month t:rading cards set made
in 2006 and a Black
History Month set
October 2, 1~01>
'made in 2007 that
Death:
...
have completely different people. There
rtavombor n, 1881
is also an internationJ'lrt~
al slave emancipaSOvtho~~ Co~-4
tion set, a set honor\lir9inio. V $,A
ing black pop culture
Know~ Fori
icons and a set titled
Wcid fhw "-rt-"
"Nuwame's Hall of
ala.
pf'Klt to
Fame."
1h• U.S. Civil War
Just a few of
these celebrated icons
that Nuwame chose
for his trading card
series are Harriet
Tubman,
Marcus
Garvey,
Malcolm
Pbolo Counts) ol tpli<ps)loundallou.ora
After hearing children passionately recite 50 Cent lyrics but show apathy towards Martin Luther
X, Shaka Zulu, The
King Jr.'s legacy, Luanga Nuwame set out to educate with games and trading cards.
Black
Panthers,
Haile Selassie, Oprah
Winfrey and Nelson
a Dream.' They looke.d at me King Jr. Then one of the kids day. Little did those boys know Mandela.
puzzled, seemingly having no said, 'Oh him. Yeah, I know that their lack of knowledge
I nterestingly,
Nuwame
clue about what I was talking who he is. But he is in the past. and appreciation of black his- also included a set dedicated to
about."
50 Cent talks about what's tory would give Nuwame the non-black heroes in black histo-.
He continued, "So I tried going on today.'"
motivation to educate children ry like William Lloyd Garrison,
to jog their memory by telling
Nuwame wets "shocked at by way of entertainment.
a white abolitionist and the
them it was the famous speech the ignorance" that those chilBlackheritagecards.com founder of the Liberator, and
given by Dr. Martin Luther dren displayed on that fateful offers the sale of six different Harriet Beecher Stowe, the
~
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.Preppy Styles Gain Appeal TOday Matters · .·•· · . ·····
Be.cause...
.
Among Black Students
.

.
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Malcol111 X was assassinated in Manhattan New York while giving a speech.
BY SHIVONNE FOSTER
Conttibuting Wtiter

Dc~U

4\m1th • ~n5or Pholo t :dilor

Stores traditionally considered to carry styles that appealed more to white Americans have
recently experienced more popularity and traffic in sales from the young, black community.
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BY JANELLE LACEY
medallions were at the top of Wearing clothes from Coogi or
every fash ion list. The style, Abercrombie allows students
African Americans have that emphasized blacks getting to show, or make others think,
a long tradition of expressing back to their roots, lasted for that they have money."
Whether students are puttheir culture through near- a while but eventually faded
ly every aspect of their lives away as rap music gained pop- ting on a front, or the funds
whether it be via music, televi- ularity a nd ushered in a new are really there, we continue to
sion, ait or even attire.
era of urban fashion.
see an increase in the amount
Clothing is notably one of
Today, these trends are of black students wearing prethe more obvious ways African still around but have been dominantly white clothing
Americans have expressed pushed out of the li1nelight for styles.
Despite the fact that the
their culture to the world. more contemporary trends.
African-American
clothing Stores like Abercrombie and target demographic for most
at l style has always been full Fitch, Gap, Fornver 21 and of these clothing lines is young
of "right colors, patterns and clothing lines like Coogi, have Caucasian America, it does not
acc<'ssories. Modern day styles a fashionably preppy yet retro seem to discourage black students from purchasing these
continue to follow this trend feel to them.
with clothing lines like BAPE
When asked what has clothes.
Sophomore public relaand Si an John embracing loud contributed to this swing in
the fashion pendulum, vari- tions inajor Kailyn Hart said
color, •1d bold patterns.
While clothing lines like ous students had different that she wears whatever she
Akademiks, Sean Jean, Ecko answers.
feels comfortable in. "If I see
and BAPE remain popuSophomore biology major it and it looks cute, I'll buy
lar favorites, some African- Britney Buggage feels that it. Most of my clothes come
American students do find one of the main reasons for from stores like Forever 21
themselves drawn to stores like this change is the media. "The and American Eagle, but not
Coogi, Ralph Lauren Polo and only thing we see are commer- because that's what's 'in' right
cials and advertisements for now," she said. "I wear what
American Eagle Outfitters.
But, there has been a An1erican Eagle and the Gap. I like and, right now, it just
cultural shift as more young So even if we don't consciously happens to be this. Tomorrow
black students have steered say, 'Oh that's cute,' our style it might be something else, but
away from clothes that praise is eventually going to be influ- for now, I like this style."
Trends change about as
rich culture, opting instead enced by the constant in1ages
often as the weather, with new
for items that are more trendy we see."
and popular.
Sophomore
con1pute r styles being considered in one
In the 1990s, Afrocentric engineering major Shanika week and out the next. It is
articles made a huge come- Brumfield said that nloney hard to predict which styles
back into mainstream fashion. played a major role in deter- may last, however, it is apparThe Ankh symbol, an Egyptian miningwhatAfricanAmericans ent that these styles have
hieroglyphic character that buy. "People know which found major s uccess among
stands for life, and African clothing lines are expensive. young African Americans.

Contributing Writer

.

Born Malcolm Little on May 19, 1925,
~1akolm X was fatally shot 42 years ago
today. During his life, he brought forth much
change not only to African-A.merican society
and its way of thinking, but change across
the nation.
l\olalcolm was one of seven children born
to Louise Norton, a homemaker, and Earl
Little, a Baptist minister and supporter of
1'.1arcus Garvey, in Omaha, Neb. When his
father was murdered, Malcolm believed it
was by members of the while supre1nacist
orgar:ization Black Legion.
l\1oving to New York around t942,
Malcolm became involved in many illegal
dealings, including narcotics, prostitution
and gambling rings. In i946, however, his
ways caught up with him. He was arrested
for burglary and sentenced to io years in
prison.
It was in prison that Malcolm was introduced lo the Muslim religion. He became
a devoted follower of tl1e Nation Of Islam
(NOI) and eventually changed his na1ne.
He continued to spread the NOI's teal·hings
across the country and attracted thousands
of members lo the organization.
Malcolm went on to found his own religious organization, which he named the
~1 uslim Mosque. i11 an effort to internationalize the Afro-American struggle. He wanted
freedom for all people and taught that people
should fight for what they believed in, taking
action by any means necessary.
"Concerning nonviolence, it is critninal
to teach a man not to defend himself when
he is the constant victim of brutal attacks,"
Malcolm said.
On Feb. 21, 1965, while at a speaking engagement in Manhattan New York,
Malcolm was g111u1ed down on stage. He was
shot is times. He was only 39 years old at
the time.
Malcolm was a powerful speaker and
influential leader whose words n1oved many.
0

Unlike ~1artin Luther King Jr., who wanted
peace and ad,·ocated nonviolence, ~1alcolm
believed violence was sometimes necessary. Some people arguf that fl.-1alcolm made
King's job difficult. However, the)' were both
fighting for freedom.
"I want Dr. King to know that I didn't
co1ue to Selma to make his job difficult. I
really did come thinking I could make it
easier," Malcolm said. "If the white people
realize what the alternative is. perhaps, they
will be more "~lling to hear Dr. King.''
In today's societ), l\olalcolm's legacy
does not seem so prominent. Though he
was known as a powerful leader, not everyone seems to think hl' is still influential in
toda) s society.
Tara Clemons, a s >phomorc political
science m~rjor. said she always had misconceptions about ''hat l\1akolm 's goals were.
"I always thought l\lalcolm X was the bad
guy," Clemons said. "He didn't necessarily
follow the rules. He was a rebel always trying
to do his own thing.''
Marcus Johns, a sophomore a rchitecture major, agrees that .Malcolm was influential, however. does not feel that t>falcolm
was the most effective leader. • 1 do feel thut
l\talcolm's tl.'achings still have an impact on
people, but I would have to side with Martin
Lt!tl1er King's way of going about change
because l feel he was more effective with his
goals.r
\Vhen asked why students are not as
familiar with ~1alcolm's legacy. Dr. Lavonne
Jackson, a African-American studies professor, said th<\& it was all intentional because
teachers preferred 1'ing's nonviolent teachings.
"A lot of people don't understand
Malcoln1,'' she said. "lt was amazing what
he represented. In terms of black pride he
definitely influenced us to be proud of our
ethnicity. l\Iost people put l\lartin Luther
King on a higher level because of his nonviolent tactics. I perceive them in the same
manner."
Jackson believes that only in lhe last 10
years has 1'.1alcolm really started lo
receive the recognition he deserves.
Malcolm was a profound leader
and sparked a revolutionary n1overnent at a thne when society needed
it the most. He inspired many to take
action for what they believed in and
is known for his extreme and radical
views. Regardless of his tactics, he
deserves to be remembered.

rtw.10 C.nurt"') ot ,.,""Jma.,lac-on•

Though many disagreed with
his tactics, Malcolm X was stlll
an Influential leader. He left a
legacy of uncompromising defiance to racism.
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Directions: Each row, each column,
and each 3x3 box must contain each
and every digit 1-9 exactly once .
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~You Are Not the Father! 4
7 6 2 8 3
1
9
5 7
4 1
6 Bl
3
2. 3 4
Our View:
If they really cared about the
2
c
welfare of the child then they
4
would go ahead and take the test
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"DNA test revealed that ing custody of Smith's estate.
Bahamas.
Smith's lawyer, Howard
in the case of s-month-old
The worse part of this
Dannielynn the father is ..." K. Stern, is currently in pos- whole fiasco may be that none
sounds like a sound byte ripped session of the child and has of this would be going on if
off of the popular daytime tele- been around since her birth.
Dannielynn was not potentialvision talk show Maury.
Stern's opposition, Larry ly worth millions.
~
Unfortunately, that is not Birkhead, is backed by Smith's
So in essence, these men
•the case and even more unfor- mothP.r and Dannielynn's are not fighting over being a
:tunate is that the
father but rather they
•issue is not that
are competing to see
simple.
who can get their
Dannielynn
hands on that inheritance.
~mith is the sole
heir of Anna Nicole
This says volumes
Smith, who recentfor their character
ly passed away
and what they deem
from
unknown
and stop playing legal games.
as most in1portant.
causes.
Clearly they posiThe death of
tion riches over famSmith sparked the controversy grandmother. Both men claim ily which is despicable.
over who would get custody to be the child's biological
We believe that is this is
of the infant. The two men father yet Stern refuses to really about Dannielynn and
who claim to be the father allow a DNA test.
not Dannielynn's money then
are currently in a legal battle
There is also drama over they should go the Maury
iover who will gain custody of whether the jurisdiction lies in route and take the DNA test to
Dannielynn and thereby gain- Florida, California, or even the get it over with.
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Do you want to write for THE HILLTOP?
Come to our budget meeting
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Dear
Readers:
'

Hilltop
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the despair and I pray for the
soldiers and for their families.
(And then with this military
'stop-loss' program crap - this
keeps the soldiers in Iraq longer than tlleir contracts initially dictated, I really feel for the
soldiers overseas! It's like they
are trapped over there!)
Is it just me, or am I the
only one that feels like President
Bush has lost his mind?
Like
many
young
An1ericans, I feel politically
helpless and this is frustrating.
I also get frustrated with
the war protests. Granted tllat
I support the reasons for those
protests, at the end of the day
tile protests do not seem to
remotely get the President's
attention. I mean, seriously.
We could probably protest
right outside of the President's
bedroom chambers atthe White
House- pickets, bullliorns and
all- and he will still continue

Is it just me, or does it feel
like we as young adults and as
students do not have a voice in
tl1e political realm?
I mean seriously. I sit
:back and read the newspaper. I
'watch tlie local news and CNN.
I even attend a few 'stop
1the war in Iraq' protests. And I
ldraw the same conclusions: The
!White House has gone mad,
:more and more American sol:diers and innocent Iraqi civil!ians are being killed in a sensclless war that shouldn't have
!started in tl1e first place, and
it appears that there is nothing
that can be done to stop this
~ madness and stop President
!George W. Bush.
l When I look at tlle num1ber of American soldiers who
•are dying over there in Iraq, I
'
:shake
my head in agitation at

l

..

..

with his political agenda.
I could be wrong about
the effectiveness of the protests
though, and G<>d knows tllat I
hope I am wrong.
I re1nember being on
assignment as a reporter at
an Iraqi war protest a few
years ago. I asked this woman
from Ohio why did she attend
the protest and I liked her
response.
She said that she came out
(to the National Mall) to "put
my body out to be counted."
Maybe this is what I need
to do the more to get Bush and
the White House to see tlleir
political errors. But a part of
me still feels politically helpless
and this is a powerless feeling
to have in society.
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